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.loo MANY STUDENTS are graduating from American 
colleges and universities lacking even the most rudimentary 
knowledge about the history, literature, art, and philo-
sophical foundations of their nation and their civilization. 
The past twenty years have seen a steady erosion in the place 
of the humanities in the undergraduate curriculum and in 
the coherence of the curriculum generally. " 
William]. Bennett 
"To Reclaim a Legacy" 
~ 
"S PECIALIZA TION may be a virtue for some students. But 
as ever more narrow programs are created, they become 
isolated from each other, and many students end up with 
fragmented and limited knowledge . . . The result is that the 
college curriculum has become excessively vocational in its 
orientation, and the bachelor's degree has lost its potential 
to foster the shared values and knowledge that bind us 
together as a society. " 
National Institute of Education, 
"Involvement m Learning" 
" ~ ~ HAVE REACHED A POINT at which we are more 
confident about the length of a college education than its 
content and purposes . . . The curriculum has given way to 
a marketplace philosophy: it is a supermarket where 
students are shoppers and professors are merchants of 
learning. Fads and fashions, the demands of popularity and 
success, enter where wisdom and experience should prevail. " 
Association of American Colleges, 
"Integrity in the College Curriculum" 
THE PRESIDENT'S REPORT 
"COHERENCE, CONSTANCY, AND CHANGE: 
THE CHARACTER OF THE CURRICULUM" 
President Richard Warch explains 
in his seventh annual report 
how and why and in what particulars 
Lawrence is shaping its curriculum today. 
by Richard Warch 
IN RECENT YEARS, many leading educators and associa-
tions have taken American colleges and universities to task for 
the current disarray in undergraduate education. And while it is 
far too early to reach any conclusions about the efficacy of these 
indictments, it is clear that these reports stimulated a renewed 
interest in the nature of the college curriculum and a wide array 
of reforms designed to improve teaching and learning in higher 
education. 
Of course, there is nothing so old hat-as the old saying 
goes-as an educational innovation. That may be the reason why 
a nagging sense of deja vu sets in every time one reads about a 
new educational venture or curricular reform project at some 
college or university. Unfailingly, it seems, the new idea looks 
suspiciously akin to some old idea previously and resoundingly 
discarded. 
If curricular innovation and reform seem old hat, however, it 
may be because they are endemic to education. Indeed, one of 
the most vexing, difficult, important, and-let's adntit it-messy 
aspects of college and university governance is the design and 
construction of the curriculum. And while the issue of curricular 
reform is now the rage in many quarters, we do well to remem-
ber that the effort is not new. We do better to remember that 
the effort this time will not be final. Nevertheless, 
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the business of reviewing and revising curriculum is an 
important and continuing one for college administrators, 
faculty, and students. Depending on the times and cir-
cumstances, the impetus for such reform often helps ex-
plain it . 
The pressures for reform can be intellectual, social, or 
vocational; they can be self-generated or externally-
mandated; and they can be accommodated positively or 
defensively. These impulses to reform, in varying com-
binations and configurations, are clearly abroad in the 
land today. This is the case not only because of the 
several national studies which burst on the scene 18 
months ago, but also because of the very nature of 
education in the twentieth century. 
0 ne impetus for curricular change and innovation 
springs from the democratization of higher education in 
this century. This movement has had many features, 
some of which have tended to move the college cur-
riculum away from education in the standard academic 
disciplines and toward training programs for various 
vocations and trades. 
Several years ago, Business Week ran an article entitled 
"How Academia is Taking a Lesson from Business" in 
which it reported that college faculties were no longer 
preoccupied with intellectual concerns but were paying 
heed to such items as market niches and competitive op-
portunity. By way of explaining this change in institu-
tional interest, the article quoted a senior higher educa-
tional consultant who stated that a few years ago "the 
average campus was run for the faculty. Now colleges 
are asking 'What do the students want?' " 
That question may be construed as one of the rocks on 
which higher education has foundered in recent years. 
And that is the case because in asking what students 
want, colleges inevitably treat the students as sovereign 
consumers and are thereby tempted to tailor their cur-
ricula to meet consumer preference. The consequence is 
often a literal smorgasbord of subjects and disciplines. As 
the customers' interests change, so do the courses, ma-
jors, and programs. There is obviously a place for such 
curricular variety in the institutions that make up the 
network of American higher education, although it is-as 
Frederick Rudolph observed a decade ago-hard to make 
sense of the fact that by 1960, I ,620 different kinds of 
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degrees were being conferred by American colleges and 
universities, including many aimed at any vocation ' 'for 
which an organized body of knowledge existed." In that 
year, for example, there were 108 varieties of bachelor 
of arts degrees, 426 versions of bachelor of science 
degrees, and dozens of others in music, fine arts, and 
education. The University of Illinois alone offered 200 
different degrees. Proliferation in this sense undoubtedly 
governs to a considerable degree curricular reform and 
revision-to say nothing of expansion-at these institu-
tions. 
Colleges that do not follow this approach to curricular 
reform are not, however, immune from pressure to 
change. Leaving aside the onset of academic programs 
of an avowedly vocational nature, the explosion of 
knowledge and information and the consequent develop-
ment and multiplication of the major disciplines have 
resulted in radical, rapid, and accelerating change in re-
cent decades. Not only do we know more-and have 
more to know-about the so-called traditional disci-
plines, but new disciplines have emerged to help further 
our inquiry with new methods and insights. A few illus-
tratio.ns make the point: biology and chemistry have con-
verged in biochemistry; physics and astronomy yield 
astrophysics; language and literary studies exist side by 
side with linguistics and semiotics; music history com-
bines with anthropology to produce ethnomusicology; 
psychology has half a dozen discrete specialties; and a 
whole host of area and topical studies programs have 
emerged in recent decades-American Studies, Afro-
American Studies, Women's Studies, Ethnic Studies, 
Asian Studies, and the like. Graduate degree programs 
are offered in all of these new subject areas and more. 
At many major research and graduate universities, 
therefore, one finds this ever-increasing array of disci-
plines, sub-disciplines, and combination-disciplines as 
self-standing departments, with their own courses and 
majors. 
The liberal arts college, of course, cannot hope to ac-
commodate the full range of disciplinary possibilities in 
its curriculum, certainly not as separate departments. 
And while a liberal arts college may fittingly eschew 
capitulating to curricular reform that caters to vocational 
interests, any college worth its salt-and its students' 
tuition-cannot ignore these new intellectual develop-
ments, must pay heed to these disciplinary transforma-
tions, and must have faculty members who participate in 
these new areas directly and spiritedly. Lawrence is such 
a college. 
A second challenge accompanies the foregoing-a 
challenge to restore coherence and integrity to the col-
lege curriculum. This effort has prompted a vast number 
of the most notable and noted reforms of recent years. 
The task here calls for the college, consciously and 
deliberately, first to promote a coherent sense of educa-
tional purpose that transcends and orders the course of 
study, and then to define its own terms for shaping the 
curriculum which it believes will best meet its academic 
and educational expectations. Those terms may be !ike 
those found at other places, but if the college has· any in-
tegrity and initiative, its terms will be its own. Again, 
Lawrence is such a college. Understanding how and why 
and in what particulars the college is shaping its cur-
riculum today constitutes the theme of my seventh presi-
dent 's report. 
Troughout its history, Lawrence has grappled with 
these issues and has sought, at different times in dif-
ferent ways, to provide an apt and excellent course of 
study in the arts and sciences and in music. In so seek-
ing, the college frequently has had to come to terms 
with the tensions between commonality versus diffusion, 
the tried and true versus the bold and new, general 
education versus specialization. The college's curri-
culum-and, by extension, its mission-has changed 
over time, to be sure, but it also has been remarkably 
constant in its purposes, purposes that reflect and 
embody its identity as a liberal arts college. 
From the college's founding, the Lawrence course of 
study has been intimately linked with the subjects and 
purposes of liberal learning. Like most of the more than 
900 colleges founded in America before the Civil War-
of which number we are one of about 180 survivors-
nineteenth-century Lawrence offered what was generally 
known as a classical curriculum. Drawing on the subject 
areas of the ancient trivium-the study of grammar, 
rhetoric , and logic-and quadrivium-geometry, arith-
metic, music, and astronomy-Lawrence's course offer-
ings at its founding were very much like those offered at 
long-established eastern colleges as well as at other 
newer frontier colleges. Latin and Greek, rhetoric and 
logic, political economy and mathematics, and chemistry 
and geology were among the staples offered the stu-
dents. While there was a scientific curriculum along 
with the classical, the college of 130 years ago offered 
pretty much the same fare to all students. 
athematics 
In the 1880s, "following the lead of the great German 
Universities," as the catalog of 1884 put it, Lawrence in-
troduced electives into the curriculum. This innovation, 
which was given national prominence by President Eliot 
of Harvard, marks the beginning of the modern cur-
riculum and of the problems inherent in it. No longer 
did all students confront a common course of study; 
choice became the new mode, and the curriculum 
therefore became pluralistic. Colleges sought to cope 
with that fact by blending requirements with options. 
Lawrence in 1905, for example, devised a so-called 
"group system" of graduation requirements designed to 
demarcate each student's path through the curriculum. 
Fifty years ago, the curricular choices had expanded 
and the graduation requirements had accordingly 
become more complex. At the same time, the integrity 
and demands of the subject areas had become more 
sophisticated and rigorous. First President Plantz and 
then President Wriston sought to populate the faculty 
with men and women who held advanced degrees in 
their subject areas, thereby providing teachers well 
educated in the disciplines offered in the college. One 
consequence of this move was to increase the intellec-
tual expectations which the faculty placed on the 
students. Students in each department were responsible 
for having a "comprehensive view of the material 
covered in connection with the major,'' a view which 
the faculty were authorized to test "at any time and in 
any appropriate manner." 1t is also clear that by this 
time the tutorial method of instruction was established 
at the college, as was the provision for honors students 
to offer "distinctively advanced work of an investigative 
nature." These two elements became enduring features 
of the Lawrence style of liberal education, even as they 
signaled the growing opportunities for specialization 
which the curriculum now embodied. 
Accompanying these modifications, the curriculum of 
the college underwent a number of changes in other 
respects as well. In 1926-27, Lawrence offered botany 
and zoology; ten years later, these subjects had been sub-
sumed under the broader rubric of biology and other 
subject areas had been added to the department. In 
1926-27, Lawrence offered courses of study in engineer-
ing, accounting, business administration, and missions, 
all of which had disappeared as major programs within 
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the next decade. By 1946-47, a curriculum in dramatics 
appeared in the catalog. By 1956-5 7, classics became 
home for the previously separate entities of Latin and 
Greek, and anthropology had been added to sociology. 
By 1966-67, speech no longer appeared as a separate 
subject, and by 1976-77, linguistics and humanities had 
earned their own entries in the catalog. This year, com-
puter science and seven interdisciplinary areas constitute 
the new curricular offerings that have been introduced 
at the college in the last decade. Aerospace studies-
which was in the catalog 20 years ago-is no longer 
with us. 
Shortly after World War II, Nathan Pusey introduced 
what was to become one of the defining features of a 
Lawrence education: Freshman Studies. This course 
became and, except for a brief period in the early 1970s, 
has remained a required course for all students. For most 
of the post-war period, Lawrence also retained a broadly 
defined set of distribution requirements, except for a 
few years when the college endorsed a more open and 
unstructured course of study in which simplified gradua-
tion requirements allowed maximum discretion and flex-
ibility to each student. In 1978, the same year Freshman 
Studies returned to the curriculum, the faculty moved to 
restore distribution requirements. Since that time, the 
movement has continued; a newly-conceived set of 
general education requirements and a revised and ex-
panded Freshman Studies course have emerged as 
Lawrence's version of the curricular expectations that 
best promote the liberally educated person in the last 
years of the twentieth century. 
In arriving at this view, the college has, once again, 
confronted the persistent problem of curricular design: 
to achieve the potentially conflicting aims of fidelity to 
the traditions of liberal education, responsiveness to in-
tellectual change and new knowledge, and a coherent 
program that makes sense of these two elements for the 
student. While I hardly would wish to argue that we 
have succeeded in every respect and for all time, I do 
believe that we have reached a point where the contours 
of our course of study have attained a new significant 
level of articulation and identity. 
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That accomplishment is of special note, I think, not so 
much because of its particulars as of its purposes, what I 
would style the character of the curriculum. That is, the 
Lawrence course of study in 1986 is one which defines 
and expresses the values and intentions that the college 
professes for students and society. One of those values is 
that a college and, by extension, a society hold together 
when its members share a common intellectual heritage. 
That has been one of the persistent themes that the 
various reports on higher education have stressed, 
though the issue has been recognized at Lawrence for 
decades and most self-consciously since the mid-1970s. 
It is in response to that understanding that the faculty 
revived Freshman Studies in 1978 and extended it in 
1986. The absence of that course had produced a situa-
tion on campus in which students had no shared 
familiarity with important texts and no mutual under-
standings of some of the monuments of our tradition. 
Such cultural ignorance exists widely, as numerous 
reports have revealed, and threatens to produce a 
generation which has lost a collective sense of its own 
past and of the thoughts and ideologies that have in-
fluenced its present. This lament is common enough: too 
many students in many of the best colleges do not grasp 
Biblical or classical references, have not read the great 
books, are unaware of the substance and sour.ces of 
many of the ideas and attitudes that shape them and 
their world. 
Freshman Studies, of course, does not solve that prob-
lem automatically. But the course does strike us as 
intrinsically worthwhile in conserving and perpetuating 
our heritage on the one hand and as extensively useful 
in laying the foundations for much of what students will 
confront and explore in their future studies on the 
other. This course, in short, helps promote and provide 
that coherence which we take to be an important at-
tribute of the liberally educated person and the responsi-
ble citizen. 
Coherence is also addressed through the college's new 
program of general education. Similar in intention to the 
"group system" of 1905 and to the successor forms of 
distribution requirements, the present general education 
system offers a new understanding of the curriculum. 
M· s 
The general education requirement that takes effect this 
fall intends "to assure that Lawrence students gain 
familiarity with the principal academic disciplines and 
with the modes of thought and expression appropriate 
to each. " While it could be argued that each discipline 
can lay legitimate claim to a place in a student 's educa-
tion, that expectation would in effect treat the cur-
riculum as an academic Whitman's Sampler. 
Lawrence has taken another approach, one that is 
structured without being rigid and which affords . 
students the opportunity to confront the fundamerital 
ways in which knowledge and human experience are 
ordered and expressed. Here, as the 1986-87 catalog 
puts it , "the curriculum identifies two categories of 
knowledge through which students may gain perspective 
on the world and on our understanding of it . The first 
category, language and Civilization , directs students to 
those achievements of civilization that colleges usually 
refer to as the fine arts and humanities: works of 
creative imagination ; systems of value, belief, and 
understanding; and the experiences of civilizations 
throughout history. It also emphasizes language both as a 
means of access to these and other cultural achievements 
and as a way of understanding how different peoples 
give verbal expression to their experience . 
" The second category, Logic and Observation, directs 
students to those areas of study that rely primarily on 
scientific methods in the search for orderly patterns in 
the natural world and in human social experience. This 
category stresses systematic inquiry based on close 
observation, the development and testing of hypotheses , 
and rigorous analysis frequently informed by mathe-
matics. Students select courses that fall within these two 
categories in accordance with the college's General 
Education Requirements ." What this means, in short , is 
that lawrence undergraduates will complete the 
bachelor of arts degree with direct exposure to science 
and mathematics , foreign language and English-expo-
sure that we believe ought to be part of the intellectual 
baggage of every educated person . 
Implicit in the foregoing is the fact that Lawrence has 
been faithful to the traditions of the liberal arts and 
sciences. But those traditions are dynamic, not static, 
and the course of study reflects the changes that have 
occurred-and continue to occur-in the individual 
disciplines and in the curriculum at large. Fifty years 
ago, for example, lawrence offered six courses in 
physics; today we offer 20 , plus tutorial opportunities. 
In 1936-37, the economics curriculum consisted of 11 
courses , along with two in statistics. In the current year , 
the catalog contains 24 courses in the discipline. The 
student of a half century ago could enroll in public 
finance ; the Lawrentian of the present can take not only 
that course, but international finance and corporate 
finance as well. Upperclass students then took a class in 
economic theory; now we offer microeconomic theory, 
macroeconomic theory , and advanced macroeconomic 
theory . The students in the New Deal era could take a 
course in proposed economic reforms, a course designed 
to confront the economic issues of the day. Today's 
economics major has the same opportunity in many 
more configurations. 
The student enrolling at Lawrence in 1936 interested 
in philosophy could take an introductory course , the 
first of five courses in the discipline. The student enroll-
ing in 1986 chooses from six introductory offerings , and 
may select other courses from an additional 15. The 
comparisons in the conservatory show similar patterns. 
Fifty years ago, lawrence offered performance studies in 
voice, piano, organ, and violin-and taught cello, 
clarinet, flute, and brass instruments as well. Today the 
conservatory offers 19 performing areas. 
What these illustrations demonstrate is that the con-
stancy of the course of study masks the extraordinary 
change that has occurred in that course of study . As the 
disciplines become more mature and sophisticated, they 
multiply their curricular expressions . As our understand-
ing of our world becomes more complex, our attempts 
to explain that world become more differentiated. And 
as our expectations for excellence increase , the need to 
cover more discrete areas within particular fields of 
study expands dramatically as well . 
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One consequence of this change is that the very nature 
of the course of study today within individual depart-
ments makes mastery of the discipline more difficult. 
Put another way, students today are learning more 
physics in more depth than did their predecessors. What 
those predecessors can claim, however, is that their 
grasp of physics was potentially more holistic; they may 
have learned less substantively, but they at the same 
time learned more comprehensively. 
This change is the price the college pays for its com-
mitment to being intellectually current and thereby 
socially responsible. Students need and deserve to be 
confronted with the best and most important current 
thinking about the subjects they learn and to be made 
aware of the remarkable range and diversity of knowl-
edge and method within the disciplines, for the fact is 
that as we know more about , say, economics, collective-
ly, each of us knows less individually. The faculty at 
Lawrence arc aware of that phenomenon and have con-
structed departmental majors to combat its worst conse-
quences. Every effort is made to assure that students 
understand the fundamental principles of the discipline, 
even if each student will not master the discipline's 
every specialization. Coherence, then, is not only an ob-
jective for the college at large, but for each of its consti-
tuent parts. 
More importantly, it is through their work in the 
disciplines that students come to terms with the rigors 
and satisfactions of intellectual endeavor and acquire the 
skills and habits of scholarship that will serve them well 
all their lives. For that reason, teaching and learning in 
the arts and science disciplines remain at the center of a 
Lawrence education. Our students not only receive solid 
grounding in the disciplines, but confront the aims and 
achievements of current scholarship in the respective 
fields. Through tutorials and independent study pro-
grams, faculty afford students a wide range of oppor-
tunities to pursue particular topics and projects in depth 
and, in some cases, to participate in an immediate way 
in the scholarly endeavors of those areas. 
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wile the disciplines and departments of the 
traditional liberal arts and sciences curriculum arc at the 
center of the Lawrence course of study, the college also 
recognizes that excellence in undergraduate education 
today requires other opportunities as well. Lawrence has 
responded to the growing intersection of fields of study 
and the cross-disciplinary aspect of many topics and 
problems by establishing interdisciplinary areas of con-
centration. 
In the main, these areas give students a set of topical 
points of focus and interest which highlight significant 
areas of current concern and investigation. Our program 
in public policy analysis, for example, enables students 
to utilize the perspectives and methods of the social 
sciences, humanities, and natural sciences in assessing 
and addressing domestic and foreign policy issues rang-
ing from health care delivery to nuclear arms. Similarly, 
programs in linguistics, neuroscience, international 
studies, environmental studies, and social thought give 
students and faculty the chance to study these topics by 
drawing on the perspectives of several disciplines. 
If i"nterdisciplinary efforts expand the student's op-
tions in one arena, off-campus programs accomplish the 
same end in another. Lawrence has been engaged in off-
campus study programs since 1967, when President Cur-
tis Tarr opened the college's first overseas study center 
in Boennighcim, Germany. That early venture was a 
precursor of what soon became a hallmark of Lawrence's 
academic program. In 1970, the faculty passed a resolu-
tion encouraging students to spend at least one term of 
the college years in an environment other than home or 
the campus. What the faculty had particularly in mind, 
of course, was for students to participate in one of the 
college's off-campus study programs. 
Today the college sponsors six such foreign programs 
on its own and offers another 14-both foreign and 
domestic-through the Associated Colleges of the 
Midwest and other organizations. Nothing more 
dramatically exemplifies our belief in the value of inter-
national education than these offerings. Whether at 
Lawrence's own London Center or at the A.C.M's India 
Studies Program, the students who participate-and 
more than half do-engage in mind-expanding and 
consciousness-changing experiences of the first order. 
Finally, the most salient point about the Lawrence 
academic program today is that it is current, contem-
porary, and forward-looking across the spectrum of the 
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four academic divisions. Liberal education is not 
only-though it is chiefly-based on a conservative com-
mitment to its traditional purposes, but also involves 
melding those traditional purposes with new oppor-
tunities. Lawrence has done so. The conservatory not 
only offers courses in tonal counterpoint, but in jazz im-
provisation; the history department not only gives a 
course on Renaissance Europe, but one on women in 
America and Europe as well; the chemistry curriculum 
still includes such staples as analytic and organic, b~t 
also a course on energy and the environment; and the 
psychology department supplements offerings in per-
sonality and cognitive psychology with a new course on 
psychopharmacology and behavior. Similar examples of 
curricular change and enhancement can be found in 
every department. 
In this respect, three of the new directions which the 
college has identified and pursued in recent years are 
worth highlighting here, in part because they have merit 
in their own right and in part because they reveal the 
dynamic and responsible initiatives which the Lawrence 
faculty have taken in striving for excellence and distinc-
tiveness in our academic mission. 
The mathematics/computer science major, established 
in 1984, represents the latest step in the college's com-
mitment to making sure that computing finds its rightful 
place throughout the curriculum. From our first efforts 
and initiatives more than 20 years ago, the college has 
played a leadership role in this area: our innovative labo-
ratory computing program of the early 1970s, our inter-
disciplinary computer studies program of the late 1970s, 
and the integration of computing into courses ranging 
from history, to music theory, to government all testify 
to the central place of computing at Lawrence. The 
mathematics/computer science major extends this tradi-
tion and does so by placing primary emphasis on the 
conceptual and theoretical bases of computer science. 
A second new area extends a topic of inquiry that has 
been part of the Lawrence curriculum for almost two 
decades, even as it has been a central human concern for 
centuries. Biomedical ethics-the particular focus of a 
new program in ethics in medicine, science, and society 
endowed by the Mielke Family Foundation last year-
deals with some of the most pressing and perplexing 
issues of our times. Through courses, conferences, and 
workshops, the program seeks to bring the perspectives 
of ethical systems and values to bear on decision-making 
about the choices and dilemmas inherent in medical 
practice and the allocation of scarce technological 
resources. Involving both students and medical profes-
sionals from the Fox Cities, the program promises to 
make a contribution not only to the education of 
Lawrence students, but to the national and international 
debates about these vexing problems. 
A third distinctive element in the curriculum-which 
we have been able to initiate beginning this year through 
the receipt of several major grants-involves the intro-
duction of laser physics and modern optics. Here again, 
the college not only is being opportunistic in drawing on 
the interests and talents of its faculty, but is being 
responsive to the promising new directions that lasers 
will surely bring to a variety of science-and even non-
science-disciplines and endeavors. With this new 
emphasis, Lawrence will be one of the first under-
graduate colleges in the country to introduce students to 
lasers in a direct and sustained fashion. 
There will surely be more such innovations in the 
future, some of which we cannot even imagine or an-
ticipate now. As and when they occur, the motivation to 
introduce them will parallel the present one: to enliven 
the Lawrence curriculum in ways that enable it to re-
main fresh and vital, drawing on the strength of our 
academic traditions and heeding the significance of our 
social purposes. We must not overextend the course of 
study beyond our capacity to maintain quality, to be 
sure, but neither must we overprotect the course of 
study for fear of change. In whatever we do, we must, 
finally, remember the value of coherence in providing an 
ordered context for the undergraduate experience. 
Coherence, constancy, and change. These are the 
terms which help explain the dynamics of curricular 
design and reform at Lawrence today. We have, I 
believe, kept these potentially disparate sensibilities in 
perspective and in balance in our recent efforts to ar-
ticulate and shape the course of study best suited to our 
students and our times. In so doing, Lawrence has 
demonstrated that to be a liberal arts college and conser-
vatory of distinction in 1986 is not simply to offer a 
traditional curriculum, but to offer at the same time a 
dynamic one. And though there will surely be curricular 
reforms in the institution's future, I am pleased to report 
that the reforms of today will serve our students and 
society well .D 
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CURRICULUM CLOSE-UPS 
As Kurt Krebsbach, '85, entered the computer science 
graduate program at the University of Minnesota, he was 
a bit leery about how he would measure up against 
students who had been "hard-core computer science 
majors" as undergraduates. He quickly concluded that 
his Lawrence mathematics/computer science major, 
which he coupled with a bachelor's degree in music, left 
him more than adequately prepared. 
"The hard-core computer science majors with their 
specialized training are not even as good as they could 
be at computer science because they are not adaptable," 
Krebsbach says. "I think when you follow a narrow path 
you lose perspective." 
Krebsbach graduated with summa cum laude honors 
as Lawrence's first mathematics/computer science major. 
He was a junior majoring in mathematics and music, 
with an emphasis on computers, when the mathematics/ 
computer science program was approved. 
"Lawrence was very good at allowing me to pursue 
my many different interests," Krebsbach says. "I like to 
call it crossing the avenue-from the college to the con-
servatory." 
"There were times when I was working on the com-
puter for hours on end, and I just had to get out of 
science hall. And then there were times when I had to 
get out of the conservatory, because we were rehearsing 
and rehearsing, and I needed to get on the computer." 
He has maintained his interest in music at graduate 
school. Krebsbach is singing in a chamber singers group 
at the University of Minnesota and is earning the eight 
credits required outside the computer science depart-
ment .in music. 
After Krebsbach earns the Ph.D. degree in computer 
science, he hopes to teach at the college level and con-
duct research. He has been working at Honeywell as a 
member of a research team examining artificial intelli-
gence, a summer job that has extended to the academic 
year. Krebsbach's honors paper at Lawrence dealt with 
artificial intelligence, which involves training the com-
puter to think like a person. 
The Berlin, Wisconsin, native says that he now realizes 
his Lawrence professors were on the mark in saying that 
a liberal arts education is valuable. 
"Computer programming involves a lot of creativity, 
especially today. When you're writing programs, it is 
essential to look to the future and relate it to the pre-
sent. In talking to businessmen in Minneapolis, I find 
they're looking for employees who are adaptable and 
can relate to the world around them.'' 
Krebsbach believes his preparation allows him to do 
just that. 
"What do you think about Addie's personality? Would 
you want her as a mother?" 
Professor Bruce Pourciau is posing questions to his 
Freshman Studies students. The day is gloomy, but Pour-
ciau has piqued their interest. 
"She doesn't seem to think of her children as part of 
herself," answers one of the 17 students. 
"Do you have evidence for that?" Pourciau inquires. 
The student pauses a moment, and refers to the text, 
William Faulkner's As I Lay Dying. "On page 162," she 
reads, " 'I would look forward to the times when they 
faulted, so I could whip them. When the switch fell I 
could feel it upon my flesh; when it welted and ridged it 
was my blood that ran, and I would think that with each 
blow of the switch: Now you are aware of me! Now I 
am something in your secret and selfish life, who have 
marked your blood with my own for ever and ever.' '' 
Freshman Eric Sager explains that he and his class-
mates have learned, after only one week of class, that 
they must support their opinions with specific examples. 
"At one time there can be four different ideas floating 
around class. It's not that any one opinion is wrong. But 
our interpretations must be backed up with references to 
the text," Sager said. 
All freshmen must take Freshman Studies, which pro-
vides them with a common understanding of the great 
works of civilization and a shared familiarity with 
important ideas. In addition to As I Lay Dying, this 
year's reading list consists of Plato's The Republic, 
Shakespeare's King Lear, Kuhn's The Structure of Scien-
tific Revolution, Engels's Socialism: Utopian and Scien-
tific, and Freud's Civilization and its Discontents. 
" Freshman Studies confronts students with an impos-
ing list of works, and as they struggle with As I Lay 
Dying or The Republic, they come to see, with the sup-
port and encouragement of the instructor, what it means 
to study, not merely to read-what it means to engage in 
debate that values logic, evidence, and insight-and 
what it means to write cogent, graceful prose," Pourciau 
explains. 
" It represents an immersion into what we call a liberal 
education," he said. "It's unnerving but exciting for the 
students-and exciting for the faculty. At least it is for 
me. '' 
Pourciau, a mathematics professor, is just one of 18 
professors teaching Freshman Studies this year. 
Sager says he finds the course enriching because it 
increases his understanding of "why society is as it is." 
However, he confesses, ''I'm not 'Joe English' so I guess 
I was a bit hesitant about taking the course." 
The Green Bay native finds Freshman Studies to be dif-
ferent from any other class he has ever taken. It invites 
more active participation, he says, and demands that he 
do more than read the assignments; he must question the 
ideas and comprehend the subtle meanings. 
After completing As I Lay Dying, Sager and his class-
mates are delving into The Republic. In introducing the 
book, Pourciau tells the class to be skeptical and reflec-
tive when reading Plato. " It 's easy to argue with your 
friend," he advises. "It's difficult to argue with Plato. 
Look for faults in his logic. '' 
That's a challenging task for freshmen, for as Sager 
correctly opines, "It's not your average storybook. " 
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"I never thought I'd be doing this as an undergraduate. 
It's fascinating!" 
Biology major Susan Beckwith, '87, of Bethesda, 
Maryland, is involved in an unprecedented laboratory 
research project that could help turn dreams into 
realities for childless couples living in northeast 
Wisconsin. 
She is studyiflg a vital nutrient solution, called a 
medium, which nourishes an egg or embryo during in 
vitro fertilization. Beckwith is performing her research 
as an honors project-described during President 
Wriston's era as "distinctively advanced work of an 
investigative nature" -and hopes it will lead to summa 
cum laude, magna cum laude, or cum laude honors at 
graduation in June. 
In vitro fertilization clinics around the world have no 
universal incubation medium or procedure. Variations 
exist in techniques, equipment, water preparation, and 
methods of sterilization, and, as expected, success rates 
also vary. Some clinics have run for months without a 
single successful pregnancy while others experience 
repeated success. 
Beckwith observes and compares the stability of 
human fetal cord serum under controlled conditions 
using four different media selected from major in vitro 
fertilization clinics in England, Australia, and the United 
States. 
Supervised by Professor of Biology Michael LaMarca, 
scientific director, and Dr. John Harris, medical director, 
of the newly established Family Fertility Program at 
Appleton Medical Center, Beckwith also observes the 
entire in vitro fertilization process firsthand. 
"Susan's unique experience combines participation in 
the clinical aspects of an exciting new field with basic 
biochemical laboratory research, ' ' says LaMarca. 
During in vitro, which means "in glass" fertilization, 
the egg(s) and sperm are placed in a medium and incu-
bated under precise conditions where they remain for 36 
to 40 crucial hours. With fertilization, the eggs become 
embryos, and cell division begins. 
The fluid content and incubation procedure are critical 
to embryo survival. "Should the medium show an insta-
bility over time, this could cause deleterious effects by 
depriving the embryo of vital materials and subjecting it 
to possibly toxic breakdown products," explains 
Beckwith. 
" My experiments involve only media," says Beckwith. 
"Under no circumstances are human embryos placed in 
these fluids because of the obvious bioethical concerns." 
Beckwith feels it is " important to determine which of 
the most widely used media will work best here, thus 
improving the success rate of in vitro fertilization, which 
currently ranges from 10 to 30 percent." 
The Family Fertility Program recently experienced its 
first success. Late last summer, Appleton Medical Center 
reported the first in vitro fertilization pregnancy con-
ceived in northeast Wisconsin. 
Meanwhile, Beckwith continues her laboratory work 
at Lawrence to help make success possible for other 
childless couples. 
He sought to develop a model for 
ethical decision-making in the prac-
tice of medicine. "I started the pro-
ject, " he said, " hoping to find a 
model that could be used to explain, 
precisely, medical decision-making. 
I quickly learned that the search for 
such precision is futile. Medical 
decisions are too complex, too 
varied to fit neatly into any one 
model.'' 
Rudy, along with five other Lawrentians, studied the 
ethical implications of the treatment of AIDS patients in 
England as an independent study project in the bio-
medical ethics course offered at Lawrence's London 
Center last spring. He, too, soon realized that "There are 
no simple answers. The issue of confidentiality has two 
edges. I learned to respect patients ' rights. I always 
thought I was a hip, liberal kid, but there's just so much 
I didn't know about AIDS-and still don ' t. This kind of 
intensive study is humbling." 
The biomedical ethics program began at Lawrence in 
1979 under the tutelage of John Stanley, professor of 
comparative religions and ethics. For the past seven 
years , Stanley has organized institutes and conferences 
dealing with central issues in biomedical ethics, both off 
and on campus. 
In the summer of 1985 , Lawrence received a grant of 
$750,000 from the Mielke Family Foundation to estab-
lish the Edward F. Mielke Chair in Ethics in Medicine, 
Science, and Society, and today Lawrence is a leader in 
biomedical ethics both in the undergraduate classroom 
and as a sponsor of major programs for the region. 
In addition to the basic course in biomedical ethics, 
which is offered by the religion department, Lawrence 
now offers an advanced seminar on selected issues in 
biomedical ethics, which this year will be taught jointly 
by Stanley and Terry Meece, M.D., director of the Fox 
Valley Family Practice Residency Center. Stanley and 
Meece plan to involve their students in discussions with 
some of the family practice resident physicians caring 
for patients at Outagamie County Health Center. 
''While Lawrence students probably will not actually 
go on rounds in the wards," says Stanley, "they will 
discuss with the doctors the ethical dimensions of the 
decisions the doctors are making. And both the resident 
~(i~"tlt;l.lil~~~~l!llt;'lifltl:l~l physicians participating in the project and the students 
• will be invited to a special session of an international 
Peter Rudy, a senior English literature major, and jeff 
Walker, a 1986 philosophy graduate, both reached simi-
lar conclusions following their studies in biomedical 
ethics. 
Walker served a Kasel internship during the summer 
of 1985 at the Heart Institute in the Appleton Medical 
Center with cardiologist Louis Suarez, M.D. The Kasel 
Trust provides stipends for those studying health care 
issues. 
working conference on non-treatment decisions that we 
are planning for next spring." 
When asked about the complexity of these issues that 
seem to so impress his students, Stanley was not sur-
prised. "That's what biomedical ethics is all about: clear 
thinking about applying some of the values that we care 
about most to very difficult situations. It is complex, 
sometimes overwhelmingly complex, but its study can 
be both rewarding and edifying.'' 
Jeff Walker and Peter Rudy couldn' t agree more. 
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1985-86 FINANCIAL STATEMENT 
THE THREE PRINCIPAL financial statements• of 
the university for the 1985-86 fiscal year appear on the 
following pages. They reveal several important aspects of 
Lawrence's fiscal condition: 
• The combined funds of the university increased 
$12,188,544 during the past year, largely due to the 
enhanced market value of the endowment. Including 
some net additions to the endowment corpus, the change 
in market value resulted in a 24.9 percent increase in the 
endowment last year. (Compare this to 1984-SS's 
$9,174,296 increase in combined funds and 16.9 percent 
increase in the endowment.) 
•Exclusive of the change in the endowment fund, the 
net fund balances of the university increased S 1,811 ,254 
Lawrence Current Fund Expenditures 
(Excluding Auxiliary Enterprises) 
IS % 
20% 
$15,536,134 
Operation and 
Maintenance of Plant 
Sl ,783,871 
II% 
Student Services 
Surplus 
5297.546 
5801,271 Academic Support 2% 
5% s 1.102.785 
7% 
• A copy of the annual certified financial report is available for 
inspection at the university's business office or can be obtained by 
writing to Michael 0. St~;:wart, Vice President for Business Affairs, 
lawrence University, Appleton, Wisconsin 54912. 
last year. (Compare this to a S 3, 138,070 increase in 
1984-85.) 
• The cumulated unrestricted contingency fund, which 
Lawrence has been building since 1981-82, now stands at 
S575,000 or approximately 3 percent of the current 
year's expenditures. (Compare this to S600,000 or 
approximately 4 percent in 1984-85.) 
eThe S112,964 increase in current funds-as shown on 
the "Statement of Current Fund Revenues, Expen-
ditures, and Other Changes"-consists of a decrease in 
unrestricted funds at year-end of $25,000 and a net in-
crease in restricted funds at year-end of $137,964. (Com-
pare this to 1984-8S's S307,929 increase in unrestricted 
funds and $685,403 net increase in restricted funds .) 
Lawrence Current Fund Revenues 
(Excluding Auxiliary Enterprises 
and Transfers Out) 
$15,536,134 
Other Sources 
5581,209 
4% 
Gifts and Grants 
52,476,820 
16% 
Endowment Income 
53,270,392 
21% 
Government Grants 
5522.552 
3% 
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BALANCE SHEET 
June 30 
ASSETS 1986 1985 
I. Current Funds 
Cash 13,885 10,123 
Short Term Investments 4,166,983 3,481,477 
Student Fees and Other Receivables, 
Less Reserve for Uncollectibles 
of $71,397 in 1986 and $66,900 in 1985 398,254 765,052 
Inventories 247,983 227,778 
Prepaid Expenses 85,902 221,633 
Deferred Expenditures 174,553 109,265 
Other Assets 119,267 78,778 
Due from Other Funds -0- 206,861 
Total 5,206,827 5,100,967 
II. Revolving Loan Funds 
Cash 114,405 118,108 
Student and Faculty Loans, 
Less Reserve for Uncollectible 
Loans of 5203,000 in 1986 and 
$193,000 in 1985 2,147,593 2,124,133 
Total 2,261,998 2,242,241 
lll. Endowment Funds 
Investments-Pooled $52,128,781 541,638,719 
Investments-Not Pooled 274,536 237,330 
Invested in Campus and Buildings 329,058 339,036 
Interest Receivable 7,250 7,250 
Due from Other Funds 269,585 261,324 
Total S53,009,210 $42,483,659 
IV. Annuity and Living Trust Funds 
Cash s -0- s 515 
Investments 1,706,415 1,495,976 
Total 1,706,415 1,496,491 
v. Plant and Equipment Funds 
Future Projects 
Cash 200 200 
Construction in Progress 7,096,761 3,498,047 
Investments 1,454,627 5,008,840 
Investments-Pooled with Endowment Funds 25,106 19,584 
Due from Other Funds 467,035 48,970 
9,043,729 8,575,641 
Retirement of Indebtedness 
Cash 3,873 2,717 
Short Term Investments 1,568,919 1,611,233 
Bond Issue Costs, Net of 
Amortization of S 51,834 in 
1986 and $7,405 in 1985 709,812 754,241 
Due from Other Funds 195,612 -0-
2,478,216 2,368,191 
Campus, Buildings, and Equipment 
Land and Improvements 1,919,923 1,891,949 
Buildings and Service Systems 21,319,152 21,308,588 
Equipment 10,060,129 9,222,147 
33,299,204 32,422,684 
Total $44,821,149 $43,366,516 
LawrencuAhead 
Alexander takes new look 
but remains great 
As the last specks of sawdust were 
swept from the floor of Alexander 
Gymnasium, those gathering for the 
rededication of one of Lawrence's 
most revered buildings were preparing 
for the gala affair. Fifty-seven years 
after the originaJ dedication, Alexander 
Lawrence University Falll986 
was rededicated on October 23, 1986. 
Those entering the doors that evening 
to survey the renovation were treated 
to a "new" Alexander, which offers 
new opportunities for Lawrence and 
irs students. 
A new floor replaces the original 
• • Lawrencu Ahead 
basketball floor. The natatorium has 
become a wrestling and multipurpose 
room. A new scoreboard, backboard, 
and volleyball nets replace the old. 
Handball and squash courts have been 
refurbished. Locker rooms, team 
rooms, and training and equipment 
rooms have been reconfigured. New 
spaces have been added for classrooms, 
conference rooms, and offices. Win-
dows have been replaced. A sophis-
ticated computer-controlled heating 
and cooling system takes over for the 
single thermostat that once served the 
entire gymnasium. The boxing room 
and indoor track-" 14 laps to the mile 
... 30-yard straightaway" -have given 
way to batting cages and women's vol-
leyball courts. 
Alexander Gymnasium has emerged 
with a different look from the building 
first conceived in 1928. But it carries 
on the college's commitment to 
achieve the ideal blend of athletics and 
academics. 
The keynote address at the dedica-
tion, which included tours of Alex-
ander, was delivered by David C. 
Mulford, '59, chairman of the National 
Council for Lawrencu Ahead. He was 
the ideal person to deliver such a 
speech as his college career epitomized 
that of the scholar-athlete. 
Mulford, the assistant secretary of 
the treasury for international affairs, 
and Sal Cianciola, '55, executive vice 
president of Wisconsin Tissue Mills, 
spearheaded the Alexander Gymna-
sium renovation campaign. The $2.4 
million cost of the renovation, for 
which funds still are being sought, was 
financed in part by the generosity of 
alumni, friends, corporations, and 
foundations and in part by the sale of 
industrial revenue bonds. 
Music library moves to 
media center, thanks to 
Booth Ferris Foundation 
Lawrence has received a $100,000 
grant from the Booth Ferris Founda-
tion of New York for the remodeling 
and restructuring of the library media 
center to accommodate the consenra-
tory music library. The Booth Ferris 
Foundation, established in 1957 and 
interested primarily in the field of 
private higher education, awarded 
Lawrence a similar grant in 1975 for 
the renovation of Main Hall. 
• Ill ' • . • ' Lawrencu Ahead 
During the academic year 1985-86, and returning students and the resump- The Lawrence University Artist Series 
the library media center was cxtcn- tion of classes, not to mention the provides four concerts each year, 
sively remodeled to provide for the natural seasonal beauty of the area, fall featuring such prominent artists as Yo-
relocation of the conservatory's collcc- signals a time of beginning as well as a Yo Ma, The Canadian Brass, the 
tion of printed and recorded materials, time of renewal for the Lawrence Guarnari String Quartet, and Muska 
comprising more than 8,000 music community. Sacra. The commitment provides 
scores and books and 7,500 record- October 1986 marked a significant strong evidence of AAL's continuing 
ings. The collection was previously beginning-that of the fifth and final support for the community in which 
housed in two separate locations-the year of Lawrence Ahead. Appropriately, it is headquartered and demonstrates 
Music-Drama Center and the Seeley the significance of the final year was its recognition of the college's role in 
G. Mudd Library. A centralized loca- underscored with a gala kickoff on the cultural life of the Fox Valley 
tion was necessary to allow for fuller October 23, reminiscent of the cele- community. 
usc of these significant collections. bration that heralded the first public AAL is the world's largest fraternal 
The conservatory's collection of announcement of Lawrence Ahead in benefit society in terms of assets and 
recordings and music scores now has October 1984. The excitement and life insurance in force. Located in 
been combined with the media commitment that characterized the Appleton since its founding in 1902, 
center's current holdings, and the start of the campaign were still evident the society strives to be a good cor-
conservatory's volumes are a part of in the crowd that gathered to celebrate porate citizen and supports efforts to 
the main library's collection. the occasion. make Appleton a better place in which 
The relocation and consolidation Befitting a fall celebration, it was to live and work by regularly providing 
required not only remodeling the time to consider the harvest of the funds for civic and service organiza-
media center but purchases of equip- preceding four years of labor, starting tions and community development 
ment necessary to provide an appro- with the news that, to date, $31 efforts. Both nationally and locally, 
priate setting for using the collection. million of the $35 million goal had AAL is a leader in the volunteer move-
Of 30 listening stations, 18 are been received or committed. But the mcnt, and its employees take active 
equipped with turntable, stereo tuner, time was also one of preparing the roles in government, social, business .• 
cassette deck, and headphone set, ground for the year to come-the cultural, and charitable organizations. 
while an additional 12 stations are renewal of commitment and energies An important component of the 
available with either tape decks or to provide for those needs as yet area's cultural offerings, the Artist 
turntables. The grant also provided for unmet in this final year of the cam- Series has been part of the Lawrence-
a hi-fi stereo video player, speakers, paign. Fox Valley association since the early 
and amplifiers for the media center The occasion was actually a celebra- part of this century. The series, which 
classroom and other ancillary audio tion within a celebration. The success was inaugurated by William E. 
equipment. of the campaign thus far and the start Harper, dean of the Lawrence Conser-
Approximately one-third of the cur- of the final year were reasons enough vatory of Music from 1908 to 1914, 
rent media center now is devoted to to rejoice, but the festivities high- was described in Musical America, 
conservatory-related materials and, lighted another event as well-the August 22, 1908, as affording the city 
although the primary impact is on rededication of the newly renovated of Appleton, Wisconsin, "an oppor-
music students, the unique resources Alexander Gymnasium. Fittingly, the tunity to enjoy a series of artists' con-
now are accessible to the entire stu- gymnasium provided the setting for certs during the coming season." The 
dent body. Usc of the faciliry has the final year's kickoff dinner and "opportunity to enjoy" has been sus-
increased dramatically. In fact, more subsequent festivities, offering tangible rained for 78 years, and the Artist 
students have used the center in the evidence of the accomplishments and Series continues to be one of the col-
past two academic terms than in the changes resulting from the campaign. lege's major undertakings for the 
past two years combined. The media benefit of the community. While the 
center is now open 111 hours a week, Aid Association for cost of the tickets has changed-season 
compared with 33 hours per week one 
Lutherans supports tickets good for two admissions to year ago, and 21 student assistants each of four concerts cost $6 in the 
have been added to the staff to meet Art Series first years!-the quality of the cultural 
this substantial increase in demand. opportunities it affords the Fox Valley 
The Aid Association fur Lutherans, one residents has not. 
A very special autumn of Appleton's larg<:st employm has The Artist Series' first season under 
annoru1ced its intention to help sponsor the sponsorship of AAL will be stellar. 
Autumn at Lawrence is always special. Lawrence's major music perfOrmance Woody Herman and his Thundering 
Characterized by the settling in of new progr.rms on an annual basis. Herd, with special guest star clarinetist 
Ill . Ill • ' 
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Richard Stoltzman, opened the season 
on Thursday, October 9, 1986. This 
year marks Herman's 50th anniversary 
as a band leader and reaming him with 
Grammy Award-winning classical star 
Stoltzman provided the audience with 
a truly unforgettable concert. 
The Academy of St. Martin in the 
Fields Octet from Grear· Britain will 
appear on the chapel stage Friday, 
February 20, 1987. The octet is 
perhaps best known to us for having 
performed the music for the sound-
track of Amadeus, a movie of particular 
significance to the Lawrence com-
munity, as it features the work of two 
Lawrence graduates-Jeffrey Jones, 
'68, as Austrian Emperor Joseph II , 
and sound editor Karen Spangenberg, 
'70. 
Jeffrey Kahane, the Grand Prize win-
ner of the Fourth Arthur Rubinstein 
Piano C01Tipetition in 1983, will per-
form Friday, April 3, 1987. The Artist 
Series concludes Thursday, May 21, 
1987, with the Saint Paul Chamber 
Orchestra with violinist and conductor 
Pinchas Zukerman. This last concert, 
which is also partially supported by 
Arts Midwest members and friends in 
partnership with the National Endow-
ment for the Arts, marks the last 
month of Zukerman 's tenure as music 
director of the SPCO, viewed by many 
as the finest ensemble of its kind in 
the country. 
In the past , while various outside 
grants have assisted Lawrence in bring-
ing certain performers to our stage, 
the series has been substantially under-
written by the college. "Support at 
the level provided by the Aid Associa-
tion for Lutherans will enable the col-
lege to sustain and enhance these 
types of programs and to do so in 
ways that will continue to contribute 
meaningfully and significantly to the 
quality of life and of intellectual and 
cultural enrichment in our communi-
ty," stated President Richard Warch. 
"The college is pleased that AAL has 
made this important commitment, 
and we are most grateful for the 
display of confidence which such sup-
port indicates." 
CAMPAIGN PROGRESS REPORT 
November 6, 1986 
Gifts Needed Gifts and Pledges Received 
Number Amount Number Amount 
2 $4,000,000 $2,575,000 
6 6,000,000 6 6,393,791 
6,000,000 4 3,052,200 
10 5,000,000 4 2,175,369 
12 3,000,000 19 5,749,070 
20 2,000,000 19 2,759,234 
30 1,500,000 29 1,909,939 
60 1,500,000 42 1,411 ,502 
100 1,000,000 79 1,290,073 
many 5,000,000 many 4,398,662 
$35,000,000 $31,714,839 
BALANCE SHEET 
June 30 
LIABILITIES AND FUND BALANCES 1986 1985 
I. Current Funds 
Accounts Payable and 
Accrued Liabilities 1,031,797 1,324,530 
Deferred Income and Deposits 387,109 415,451 
Due to Other Funds 477,096 -0-
Current Funds Equity: 
Unrestricted-Allocated 979,849 I, 142,974 
Unrestricted-Unallocated 575,000 600,000 
Restricted 1,755,976 1,618,012 
Total 5,206,827 5,100,967 
ll. Revolving Loan Funds 
Due to Other Funds 79,632 144,214 
U.S. Government Funds 1,724,775 1,693,613 
University Funds 457,591 404,414 
Total f 2,261,998 f 2,242,241 
Ill. Endowment Funds 
Funds Pooled with 
Endowment Funds $ 906,604 s 758,343 
Endowed Funds-Pooled 51,826,740 41,486,356 
Endowed Funds-Not Pooled 275,866 238,960 
Total $53,009,210 $42,483,659 
IV. Annuity and Living Trust Funds 
Annuities Payable 166,926 167,790 
Due to Other Funds 222 ,759 187,496 
Annuity and Living Trust Funds 1,316,730 1,141,205 
Total 1,706,415 1,496,491 
v. Plant and Equipment Funds 
Future Projects 
Bonds Payable s 10,000,000 SlO,OOO,OOO 
Deficit in Future Projects (956,271) (1 ,424,359) 
9,043,729 8,575,641 
Retirement of Indebtedness 
Due to Other Funds 
-0- 14,237 
Sinking Funds 2,478,216 2,353,954 
2,478,216 2,368,191 
Campus, Buildlogs, and Equipment 
Due to Other Funds 152,746 179,449 
Bonds Payable 2,420,000 2,516,000 
Endowment Funds Invested in 
Campus and Buildings 329,058 339,036 
Equity in Campus, Buildings, and Equipment 30,397,400 29,388,199 
33,299,204 32,422,684 
Total $44,821,149 $43,366,516 
STATEMENT OF 
CURRENT FUND REVENUES, EXPENDITURES, 
AND OTHER CHANGES 
REVENUES 
Tuition and Fees 
Government Grants 
Endowment Income 
Gifts and Grants 
Other Sources 
Auxiliary Enterprises 
Total Revenue 
EXPENDITURES AND MANDATORY TRANSFERS 
Education and General: 
Instruction 
Research 
Academic Support 
Student Services 
Institutional Support 
Operation and Maintenance of Plant 
Debt Service 
Student Aid 
Mandatory Transfers - Principal 
and Interest 
Total Educational and General 
Auxiliary Enterprises: 
Expenditures 
Mandatory Transfers - Principal 
and Interest 
Total Auxiliary Expenditures 
Total Expenditures 
OTHER TRANSFERS - ADDITIONS (DEDUCTIONS) 
Unrestricted Gifts Transferred 
Transfer to Endowment Funds 
Transfer for Debt Service Reserve Requirement 
Transfer to Future Projects 
Endowment Gains Under Total Investment 
Return Concept 
Endowment Gains Appropriated 
Excess of Restricted Receipts Over 
Transfers to Revenues 
Current Funds Expended (Allocated) for 
Commitments and Contingencies 
Net Increase (Decrease) for the Year 
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Year Ended June 30, 1986 
Unrestricted Restricted 
8,661,919 
-0-
613,865 
1,450,468 
365,043 
11,091,295 
2,853,104 
$13,944,399 
4,037,876 
63,617 
715,764 
728,222 
3,006,884 
1,752,109 
28,970 
922,090 
II ,255,532 
208,416 
11,463,948 
3,030,448 
145,202 
3,175,650 
$14,639,598 
(31,109) 
(1,434) 
539,617 
163,125 
(25,000) 
23,242 
522,552 
992,874 
874,325 
217,600 
2,630,593 
107,592 
2,738,185 
s 1,445,091 
203,948 
387,021 
73,049 
149,274 
31,762 
-0-
1,484,495 
3,774,640 
-0-
3,774,640 
107,592 
-0-
107,592 
3,882,232 
(20,010) 
(133 , 169) 
I, 144,046 
291,144 
137,964 
STATEMENT OF 
CURRENT FUND REVENUES, EXPENDITURES, 
AND OTHER CHANGES 
Year Ended june 30, 1986 
Total Unrestricted Restricted Total 
s 8,685,161 s 8,094,191 23,454 $ 8,117,645 
522,552 -0- 445,894 445,894 
1,606,739 863,496 1,554,505 2,418,001 
2,324,793 1,967,815 402,846 2,370,661 
582,643 452,297 201,197 653,494 
13,721,888 11,377,799 2,627,896 14,005,695 
2 ,960,696 2 ,853,932 104,815 2,958,747 
$16,682,584 $14,231,731 2,732,711 S16,964,442 
s 5,482,967 s 3,724,407 s 1,193.498 s 4,917,905 
267,565 -0- .. 90,666 90,666 
1,102,785 657,955 347,164 1,005,119 
801,271 665,380 43,399 708,779 
3,156,158 2,951,577 130,110 3,081,687 
1,783,871 1,780,214 10,834 1,791,048 
28,970 43,307 -0- 43,307 
2,406,585 681 ,345 1,305,414 1,986,759 
15,030,172 10,504,185 3,121,085 13,625,270 
208,416 -0- -0- -0-
15,238,588 10,504,185 3,121,085 13,625,270 
3,138,040 2,474 ,157 104,815 2,578,972 
145,202 144,325 -0- 144,325 
3,283,242 2,618,482 104,815 2,723,297 
$18,521,830 Sl3,122,667 s 3,225,900 $16,348,567 
(31,109) s (713,591) -0- s (713,591) 
(20,010) -0- (9,151) (9, 151) 
(1 ,434) 8 ,275 -0- 8 ,275 
(133,169) -0- -0- -0-
1,683,663 116,168 228,1 45 344,313 
-0- 134,956 265,044 400,000 
291,144 -0- 694 ,554 694 ,554 
163,125 (346,943) -0- (346,943 
112,964 307,929 685,403 993,332 
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STATEMENT OF CHANGES 
IN FUND BALANCES 
Year Ended June 30, 1986 
Revenues and Other Additions 
Unrestricted Current Fund Revenue 
Restricted Federal Grants 
Restricted Gifts and Grants 
Investment Income 
Interest on Loans Receivable 
Capitalization of Expenditures 
for Campus, Buildings, and Equipment 
Retirement of Indebtedness 
Net Realized Gain on Investments 
Increase in Unrealized Gains on Investments 
Decrease in Annuities Payable 
Other 
Expenditures and Other Deductions 
Educational and General Expenditures 
Auxiliary Enterprises Expenditures 
Teaching Service and Other Cancellations 
Administrative, Interest, and Other Costs 
Reserve for Uncollectible Loans 
Payments to Beneficiaries 
Expended for Plant Facilities 
Debt Service Expenditures 
Equipment Retired 
Total 
Decrease in Unrealized Gains on Investments 
Amortization of Bond Issue Costs 
Total 
Transfers Among Funds-Additions (Deductions) 
Mandatory: 
Principal and Interest 
Debt Service Reserve Requirement 
Unrestricted Gifts Transferred 
Transfers to Endowment Funds 
Transfer to Future Projects 
Endowment Gains under Total Investment 
Return Concept 
Current Funds Expended for 
Commitments and Contingencies 
Transfer to Debt Retirement Reserve 
Net Increase (Decrease) for the Year 
Fund Balances (Deficit), Beginning 
Fund Balances (Deficit), Ending 
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Total 
Current Funds 
Revolving 
Unrestricted Restricted Loan Funds 
$13,944,399 
13,944,399 
11,255,532 
3,030,448 
14,285,980 
(353,618) 
(1,434) 
(31,109) 
539,617 
163,125 
316,581 
(25,000) 
600,000 
575,000 
577,345 
876,862 
1,279,392 
30,000 
800 
7,436 
82,130 
295,730 ----'-'1''-"2"-85"--
3,029,329 121,651 
3,774,640 
107,592 
3,882,232 
(20,010) 
(133,169) 
1,144,046 
990,867 
137,964 
1,618,012 
$ 1, 755,976 
4,020 
23,292 
10,000 
37,312 
-0-
84,339 
2,098,027 
$2,182,366 
STATEMENT OF CHANGES 
IN FUND BALANCES 
Year Ended June 30, 1986 
Plant and E9,uipment Funds 
Annuity 
Endowment and Living Future Retirement of Campus, Bldgs., 
Funds Trust Funds Projects Indebtedness and Equipment 
365,084 
1,651,795 42,306 473,723 134,271 
36,570 96,956 1,046 42,473 
780,733 388,118 
132,681 
8 ,151,632 35,257 
2,034,293 217,953 3,975 
864 
13,429 
$11,874,290 393,336 492,173 $ 823,206 $1,020,154 
3,947 1,080 
78,320 
8,482 
1,146,745 
10,953 
10,514 
44,429 
-0- 82,267 9,562 1,201,688 10,953 
$353,618 
1,434 
31 ,109 
155,554 (135,544) 
133,169 
(1 ,683,663) 
(147,692) 147,692 
(1 ,497,000) (135,544) (14,523) 502,744 -0-
10,377,290 175,525 468,088 124,262 1,009,201 
41,725,316 1,141,205 (1,424,359) 2,353,954 29,388,199 
$52,102,606 1,316,730 (956,271) 2,478,216 $30,397,400 
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49% 
Current 
$2,248,000 
36% 
Endowment 
$1,665,000 
FUND RAISING, 1985-86 
LAWRENCE FUND RAISING DURING 1985-86 
continued the strong positive trend of recent years. 
Several new annual fund records were set; major gifts in 
response to Lawrence Ahead provided a strong impetus 
to capital giving, and overall private support of 
Lawrence made last fiscal year the third best fund-raising 
year in the college's history. 
Support from individual donors climbed to more than 
S2 million, an II percent increase over the year before, 
and the number of individual donors reached 9,456-
both record levels. Particularly significant was a 15 per-
cent increase in the number of alumni donors, setting a 
new participation record of 48 .4 percent . With SO per-
cent alumni participation within reach, Lawrence stands 
at the threshold of a new era in alumni support of the 
college, one that puts it in the company of the best small 
colleges in the country . Total support from alunini 
totaled almost S 1.5 million, another new record. 
Support from parents also was strong and heartening. 
The number of donors to the parents fund increased 35 
percent to 861. Nearly half those donors were parents of 
current students, whose voluntary support in addition to 
payment of tuition indicates strong appreciation of the 
experience their sons and daughters are receiving at 
Lawrence. Overall support from parents totaled nearly 
S200,000, up 84 percent from the year before. 
Matching gift support also rose, paralleling the 
increased amount contributed by individual donors, but 
benefiting as well from the increasing number of match-
ing gift programs nationwide and from a growing aware-
ness of these programs among Lawrence donors. The 
number of matched gifts increased 20 percent, and the 
amount received from corporate matching gifts jumped 
45 percent to S215,000. 
These strong results in giving by individuals fueled a 
13 percent increase in gifts to The Lawrence Fund and a 
19 percent increase in the number of contributors. At 
S 1.5 million, it was the fourth record year in a row for 
this component of the development program. As The 
Lawrence Fund provides a substantial portion of the col-
lege's expendable gifts each year, such strong growth 
helps ensure the college's continuing ability to take 
advantage of new opportunities as they arise and to 
" aim high" in setting its goals for curriculum and pro-
gram. 
Noteworthy among capital gifts were a S250,000 grant 
from The joyce Foundation to establish a program of 
support and development for young members of the 
faculty, and aS 100,000 grant from the W.M. Keck Foun-
dation for the purchase of scientific equipment. Nearly 
SBOO,OOO was added to the college's scholarship endow-
ment during the year, allowing the creation of 13 new 
scholarship funds. 
The 1985-86 fiscal year also was one in which the 
fruits of earlier capital giving had a strong impact. 
Notable were the completion of the Buchanan Kiewit 
Center in january and the extensive renovation of Alex-
ander Gymnasium, begun in the spring and completed 
just a few weeks ago. 
The fourth year in the Lawrence Ahead campaign thus 
added momentum to the campaign and further strength-
ened the college in several important areas. Thanks are 
due first to all those whose gifts provided that momen-
tum, and also to the many volunteers-alumni and 
friends alike-whose advocacy of the college helped 
make these results possible. 
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SCHOLARLY AND CREATIVE ACHIEVEMENTS 
OF THE FACULTY 
BOOKS, SHORT STORIES, 
POETRY 
Mark Dintenfass, professor of English 
A Loving Place, William Morrow, 1986. 
Hugo Martinez-Serros, associate professor 
of Spanish 
"Ricardo's War,'' "The Birthday Present," 
Revista Chicano-Riquena, vol. XIII, no. 2. 
Summer 1985. (Special issue entitled 
Hispanic Literature in Wisconsin) 
Ronald J. Mason, professor of anthropology 
Rock Island: Historical Indian Archaeology 
in the Northern Lake Michigan Basin, Kent 
State University Press, 1986. 
Thomas L. Naps, educational programmer/ 
analyst 
-and Bhagat Singh, Introduction to Data 
Struclllre with Pascal, West Publishing, 
1986. 
Stewart C. Purkey, assistant professor of 
education 
-,jerry L. Patterson, and jackson V. Parker, 
Productive School Systems for a Non-
rational World, Association for Supervision 
and Curriculum Development, 1986. 
Allen C. West, associate professor of 
chemistry 
" Lebanon-1983,' "Echoes of the 
Rubaiyat,"' "Winter Sun," "Winter Moon," 
"The Crypt,"' Tropos, May 1986. 
1985-86 
ARTICLES, ESSAYS, 
MONOGRAPHS 
Richard Bjella, assistant professor of music 
"Anniversaries: A Time for Goals," "Of Toil 
and Talent," " The People Business," School 
Musicim1. 
J. Bruce Brackenridge, Alice G. Chapman 
Professor of Physics 
"Kuhn, Paradigms, and Astronomy: Astro-
nomy as a Case Study of Kuhnian Para-
digms," Proceedings of the American 
Philosophical Society, 129, 433-455, 1985. 
John R. Brandenberger, professor of 
physics 
-and A.L. SIOut, '86, " Lifetime and Cross 
Section Measurements of 3pS4p States of 
Argon via Time-resolved Laser Spec-
troscopy," Bulletin of the American Physical 
Society, 31, no. 5. 941, 1986. 
"Optovoltaic Detection of Diode Laser-
Driven Resonances in Krypton Discharge," 
Bulletin of the American Physical Society, 
31, no. 5, 940, I986. 
David M. Cook, professor of physics 
Lawrence Plotting Package, Version 6.0, con-
taining graphics routines in BASIC and in 
Pascal for DEC PDP-II and VAX computers 
and for IBM-PC compatibility microcom-
puters. published and marketed through 
Lawrence University. 
Bertra11d A. Goldgar, professor of English and jolm N. Bergstrom Professor of Hummrities 
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Peter S. Glick, assistant professor of 
psychology 
''Orientations toward relationships: Choosing 
a situation in which to begin a relationship," 
journal of Experimental Social Psychology, 
21, 544-562, 1985. 
-and M . Snyder, "Self-fulfilling Prophecy: 
The Psychology of Belief in Astrology," The 
Humanist, May/June, 20-25, 50, 1986. 
Bertrand A. Goldgar, professor of English 
and John N. Bergstrom Professor of 
Humanities 
"Fielding and the Whores of London," 
Philological Quarterly, 64, 265-273, I 985. 
"Fielding, Periodicals, and the Idea of 
Literary Fame," journal of Newspaper and 
Periodical History, II, no. I , 2-9, 1985. 
Bruce E. Hetzler, associate professor of 
psychology 
-, C.T. Drake, and L.J. McLarty, "Differen-
tial effects of ethanol on photic and acoustic 
evoked potentials in reticular formation," 
Alcohol and Alcoholism, 21, A9, I 986. 
CUffe D. Joel, professor of chemistry 
-,Rex D. Wiegand, Laurence M. Rapp, Jar! 
C. Nielsen, Maureen B. Maule, and Robert E. 
Anderson, " Polyunsaturated Fatty Acids and 
Vitamin E in Rat Rod Outer Segments During 
Light Damage,·· Investigative Ophthalmology 
and Visual Science, 27, 727-33, May 1986 
John Koopman, professor of music 
"An Interview with Cecilia Gasdia," Opera 
lnternalfonal, Paris, no. 88, 18-19, January 
1986. 
Jerry L. Lembcke, assistant professor of 
psychology 
"Job Creation: A Strategy for the Public Sec-
tor,'' Humanity and Society, 85-98, 
February 1986. 
'"Class Struggle and Economic Transforma-
tion," Review of Radical Polilical Econo-
mics, 14-3 1, Fall 1985. 
" Reindustrialization and the Logic of Class 
Politics in Late 20th Century America,·· In-
surgent Sociologists, 7-19, Summer-Fall 1985. 
Jerrold P. Lokensgard, associate professor 
of chemistry 
-, John W. Fischer, '78, William J. Bartz, 
'86, and Jerrold Meinwald, "Synthesis of 
N-(oc-Methoxyalkyl) Amides from Imidates," 
journal of Organic Chemistry, 50, 5609-11 , 
1985. 
Lawrence D. Longley, associate professor 
of government 
"The Election of Presidents and Prime Min-
isters: Drinks, Party Remarks and Functional 
Equivalents," Presidency Research, VIII, 
no. I (Fall 1985), 27-32. 
"The Case Against the Electoral College," 
Points of View: Readings in American 
Government, Third Ed., Robert E. DiClerico 
and Allan S. Hammock, eds., Random House, 
130-35, 1986. 
jay O 'Brien, assistant professor of anthro-
pology 
" Sowing the Seeds of Famine: The Political 
Economy of Food Deficits in Sudan," Review 
of African Political Economy, 33, 1985. 
"Differential High Fertility and Demographic 
Transitions Under Peripheral Capitalism in 
Sudan," African Population and Capital-
Ism: Historical Perspectives, Dennis Cordell 
and joel Gregory, eds., Beverly Hills: Sage 
Publications, Series on African Modernization 
and Development, 1986. 
John C. Palmquist, associate professor of 
geology 
Alan E. Parks, assistant professor of mathe-
matics 
''Nilpotent by Supersolvable M-groups," 
Canadian joumal of Mathematics, vol. 37, 
1985. 
" A Group-Theoretic Characterization of 
M-groups, '' Proceedings of the American 
Mathematical Society, vol. 94, 1985. 
- and E.T. Jacobson, " Infinite Branches of 
the Phi-Tree, " American Mathematical 
Monthly, 1986. 
" 'Jf, e, and other Irrational Numbers," 
American Mathematical Monthly, 1986. 
Terry Rew-Gottfrled, assistant professor of 
psychology 
-and Stephen L. Chew, "The intelligibility 
of vowels sung by a counterenor," ]oumal 
of the Acoustical Society of America, 79, 
124-30, 1986. 
Sumner Richman, Alice J . Hulst Professor 
of Life Sciences 
-,H.). Harris, C.J. Yarbrough, and P.E. 
Sager, "Ecosystem Rehabilitation-A Shift 
Toward a Different Paradigm ," Proceedings, 
Estuarine Management Practices Sympo-
-and P.J. Caner, Jr., "Strain Analysis of 
Deformed Archean Pillow Lavas, Mono 
Schist, Marquette County, Northern Michi-
gan, U.S.A.," Annual Institute of Lake 
Superior Geology, ]2nd, Proceedings, 16. 
-and K.M. Plummer, "Penokean(?) Ductile 
Shear Zones in Archean Metadiabase Dikes: 
Evidence of Stress Reorientation b y Basement 
Inhomogeneities, Marquette Range, 
Michigan, '' Annual Institute of Lake 
Superior Geology, ]2nd, ProceedinRS, 69. 
simn, Louisiana State University, 1986. Ham Temes, associate fJrofessor of German 
Bruce E. Hetzler, associate fJrofessor of fJsychology 
Anne jacobson Schutte, professor of 
his10ry 
" Teaching Adults to Read in Sixteenth-
Century Venice: Giovanni Antonio 
Tagliente's Llbro maistrevole, "Sixteenth 
Cenluryjoumal, 17, 3-16, 1986. 
Richard S. Stowe, professor of French 
"Prosper Merimfe," European Writers.- The 
Romantic Century, New York: Charles 
Scribner's Sons, vol. 6, 745-69, 1985. 
Ronald W. Tank, professor of geology 
-and S.Y. Lee, "Role of Clays in the 
Disposal of Nuclear Waste : A Review," AP-
plied Clay Science, vol. I , 1985. 
'' Federal Role in Groundwater Protection-a 
geologic perspective,'' Groundwater Geology 
for Lawyers, College of Engineering, Univer-
sity of Wisconsin-Madison, 1986. 
Hans Ternes, associate professor of German 
'"Franx Xavier Kroetz: A Master of the 
Critical Folkplay of the Federal Republic of 
Germany," Magill's Critical Survey of 
Drama: Foreign Language Series, June 1986. 
E. Graham Waring, E.M. Beach · 
E. B. Garton Professor of Religion 
Essays on Peter Annet, Lord Bolingbroke, 
Thomas Chubb, Edward Herbert, and 
Thomas Woolston, The Encyclopedia of 
Unbelief, Gordon Stein, ed., Buffalo, N.Y. : 
Prometheus Books, 2 vols., 1985. 
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REVIEWS 
William A. Chaney, George McKendree 
Stede Profess'or of History 
Gildas: New Approaches, edited by Michael 
l.apidge and David Dumville , Studies in Cel-
tic History , The Boydell Press, 1984. In 
American Historical Review, vol. 91 , 1986. 
Peter S. Glick, assistant professor of 
psychology 
The Skeptic's Handbook of Parapsychology, 
edited by Paul Kurtz, Prometheus Books, 
1985 . In Choice, March 1986. 
John Koopman, professor of music 
Othello, Madama Bullerfly, and Samson, 
Chicago Lyric Opera productions. In Opera 
International, no. 87 , December 1985, 
37-38. 
Anne jacobson Scbutte, professor of history 
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La Traviata, I Capuleti ed i Monteccbi, and 
Anna Bolena, Chicago Lyric Opera produc-
tions. In Opera International, no . 88, 
january 1986, 52. 
Die Meistersinger von Nurnberg and La Ron-
dine, Chicago Lyric Opera productions. In 
Opera International, no. 91 , April 1986, 56. 
Les Pecheurs de perles, Milwaukee Florentine 
Opera production. In Opera International, 
no. 91 , April 1986, 56. 
Jules N. LaRocque , associate professor of 
economics 
The Global Factory: Foreign Assembly in In· 
ternational Trade by Grunwald, Joseph , and 
Kenneth Flamm, Washington , D.C. : The 
Brookings Institution, 1985. In Growth and 
Change, vol. 17, no. 2 . 
Jerry L. Lembcke, assistant professor of 
sociology 
Rebuilding the Pulp and Paper Workers' 
Union, 1933·41 by Robert Zieger. In Wiscon-
sin Magazine of History, Summer 1985 . 
Ronald J. Mason, professor of anthropology 
Maritime Provinces Prehistory by James A. 
Tuck . In Wisconsin Archaeologist, vol. 66, 
no. 3 , 296-98, 1985. 
Thomas L. Naps, educational programmer/ 
analyst 
Real-time Microprocessor Systems by Stephen 
Savitsky, Van Nostrand Reinhold, 1985. In 
Choice, March 1985. 
A Guide to Modula-2 by Kaare Christian , 
Springer-Verlag, 1986. In Choice, May 1986. 
Jay O'Brien, assistant professor of anthro-
pology 
Shadows in the Grass: Britain in the South-
ern Sudan, 1918-1956by R.O. ·collins. In 
Canadian journal of African Studies, 19, 3. 
Dennis R. Ribbens, associate professor, 
library, and university librarian 
Around the Shores of Lake Michigan: A 
Guide to Historic Sites by Margaret Bogue . In 
Wisconsin Academy Review, vo!. 32 (1986), 
no. I , 62-63. 
A Stay by the River by Susan Herr Engberg, 
'62. In Wisconsin Academy Review, vol. 32 
(1986), no . 2 , 60-61. 
Anne Jacobson Schutte, professor of 
history 
De Dominis (1560-1624): Venetian, Angli-
can, Ecumenist and Relapsed Heretic by 
Noel Malcolm. In American Historical 
Review, 90 (1985), 970. 
II processo tnquisitoriale del cardinale 
Giovanni Morone: Edizione critica, Vol. II: 
II processo d'accusa, edited by Massimo Fir-
po and Dario M:.ucatto. In Sixteenth-Century 
journal, 16 (1985), 520. 
In haereticis coercendis quatenus progredi 
liceat, Poems, Correspondence by Mino 
Celsi , edited by Peter Bietenholz ; Dialogi by 
Antonio Brucioli, edited by Aldo Landi. In 
Rivista di storia della Chiesa in Italia, 39 
(1985), 550-53. 
Francesco Barbaro, patrizio veneto e 
patriarca d 'Aquileia by Giuseppe Trebbi. In 
Bibliotheque d'humanfsme et renaissance, 
48 (1986), 245-47. 
II male viene dal Nord: II romanzo del 
vescovo Vergerio by Fulvia Tomizza. In Six-
teenth Century journal, 17 (1986), 107. 
Richard S. Stowe, professor of French 
The French Romantics, edited by D. G. 
Charlton , Cambridge: Cambridge University 
Press , 1984. In Choice, June 1985, 196. 
EXHIBITIONS 
Arthur A. Thrall, Charles S. Farrar-Laura 
Norcross Marrs Professor of Fine Arts 
Invited artist, Teaching Outdoor Oil Painting 
on the Island of Suomenlinna, Finland, July 
20-August 10, 1985. 
6Ist S.A.G.A. National Print Exhibition, 
Nassau Community College, New York. Print 
selected for traveling U.S. show, 1985-86. 
Invited artist , Cudahy Gallery , Milwaukee Art 
Museum, September 1985-March 1986. 
"Celebration 100: A Century of Alumni Art ," 
University Art Museum, University of Wis-
consin-Milwaukee, September 3-0ctober 20, 
1985. 
Boston Printmakers Members' Show, 
November 13, 1985-January 19, 1986. 
Invited artist, solo show, Waco , Texas, 
November 1985. 
PERFORMANCES 
Robert C. Bdow, professor of music 
Lecture/recital, Bach Goldberg Variations, 
Lawrence, Oct. 18, 1985; master class onj.S. 
Bach inventions , Milwaukee Area Teachers 
Forum, University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee, 
Feb. 15, 1986. 
Richard J. BJdla, assistant professor of 
music 
Organized and rehearsed orchestra and large 
choir for Musica Sacra Artist Series concert, 
Lawrence, Nov. 1985; lecturer, Wisconsin 
Music Educators Conference. 
Kenneth W. Bozeman, associate professor 
of music 
Tenor soloist, Magnlflcats of Bach and 
Schlitz with the Middleton Civic Choir, Mid-
dleton, Wis., Bach's Magnificat at Ripon 
College, Ripon, Wis., Beethoven's Mass InC 
with the First Congregational Church, Apple-
ton, Bach's St.john's Passion with the Bach 
Chamber Choir of Rockford, Ill., and Mozart's 
Coronation Mass with the Sebastian 
Chamber Orchestra of Green Bay; recital 
with joanne Bozeman, soprano, and Theo-
dore Rehl, plano, "Sunday Afternoon Live 
from the Elvehjem," Wisconsin Public Radio. 
Marjory Irvin, professor of music 
Lecture / recital, various means of pitch 
organizat ion in 20th century music , Fox 
Valley Keyboard Teachers Association , 
Appleton, Northeast Wisconsin Piano 
Teachers Forum, Green Bay , Feb. and March 
1986. 
Steven H. jordheim, assistant professor of 
music 
Recital , French music, " Sunday Afternoon 
live from the Elvehjem," Wisconsin Public 
Radio , May 18, 1986; recital , French music, 
New York University's "Ia Maison Fran-
caise," April 20, 1986; solo recital , Com-
munity Concerts Series , Sheboygan, Wis., 
Feb. 3, 1986. 
Nicholas Keelan, assistant professor of 
music 
Participant , International Trombone 
Workshop, Nashville, Tennessee ; perfor-
mances as a member of Lawrence University 
Faculty Brass Trio; founder , Lawrence 
University Low Brass Choir. 
Robert Levy, associate professor of music 
Conductor, Harmony II concert, Appkton; 
performances with marimbist Gordon Stout 
as the Wilder Duo, Arkansas universities and 
"Sunday Afternoon Live from the Elvehjem," 
Wisconsin Public Radio; participant , "Trib-
ute to Alec Wilder" concert , Carnegie Recital 
Hall , New York City; faculty member, Inter-
lochen National Music Camp, summer 1986. 
Cynthia Carr Loeb!, instructor in music 
Assistant principal horn, Stravinsky's Rite of 
Spring, Milwaukee Symphony, Oct. 1985; 
principal horn , Fox Valley Chamber Orches-
tra. 
Nancy J. Messurl, assistant professor of 
music 
Concertmaster, Fox Valley Symphony and 
Wisconsin Chamber Orchestra; principal 
chair second violin, Wisconsin Chamber 
Orchestra, Sept. 1985. 
Theodore Rehl , professor of music 
Accompanist, "Sunday Afternoon Live from 
the E1vehjem," Wisconsin Public Radio, jan. 
5, 1986; French music recitals at New York 
University , April 20, 1986, and "Sunday 
Afternoon Live," Wisconsin Public Radio , 
May 18, 1986. 
Dane M. Richeson, instructor in music 
Performances, Oberursel, Stuttgart, and 
Zurich, North Sea jazz Festival in Holland, 
and Montreux jazz Festival in Switzerland; 
conductor, benefit concert for A Better 
Chance, Appleton; clinician, Wisconsin high 
schools; clinician-adjudicator, UW-La Crosse, 
Wisconsin jazz festivals. 
Dan C. Sparks, associate professor of music 
Faculty member and soloist, University of 
Iowa summer session. 
Frederick Sturm, associate professor o,f 
music 
Instructor, jazz and music camps, Lake 
Tahoe, UW-Green Bay, Birch Creek Perform· 
ing Arts Center, Wis.; clinician/soloist, 20 
Wisconsin and Illinois high schools and uni-
versities; convention presenter, National 
Band Association and Wisconsin Music Edu-
cators conferences. 
Ernestine Whitman, associate professor of 
music 
Performances as member of Lawrence Fac-
ulty Wind Ensemble; principal nute , Platte-
ville Music Festival, june 1986. 
COMPOSITIONS AND 
ARRANGEMENTS 
Robert C. Below, professor of music 
"Gonfalon Royar' and "To the Holy Spirit, " 
anthems for choir and organ, Augsburg Pub-
lishers, Minneapolis, and Concordia Publish-
ers, St. Louis. 
Rodney I. Rogers, assistant professor of 
music 
"Traveling Through the Dark" performed at 
Eastman School of Music; "Curves and 
Hopes" performed at "On Stage at Powell 
Hall" with members of the St. Louis Sym-
phony; "Lessons of the Sky" performed at 
Lawrence; composition grant, National En-
dowment for the Arts, for "The Nature of 
This Whirling Wheel." 
Frederick Sturm, associate professor of 
music 
Industrial film score, "Marvelous Minne-
apolis," for Northwestern Bell and AT&T 
national convention, Montreal; commission, 
"Salute to Gershwin," for Westdeutsche 
Rundfunk (Radio West Germany). 
Frederick Sturm, associate professor of 
music, was named the Wisconsin Honors 
jazz Ensemble conductor for 1987 
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THE HIGHLIGHTS OF 1985-86 
Richard Westenhurg, '54, conducts Musica Sacra at a NotJember Artist Series. 
July 1985 
•Business World, one of Lawrence's 17 summer 
seminars, brings more than 300 high school students to 
campus to learn how businesses operate. 
August 1985 
• Lawrence sponsors a biomedical ethics conference that 
addresses the fear of malpractice lawsuits and how this 
fear affects medical decisions. The one-day conference 
for area legal and medical professionals features Boston 
University professor George J. Annas and Lawrence pro-
fessor of comparative religions and ethics John M. 
Stanley, among others. 
•The Mielke Family Foundation awards Lawrence 
Buchanan Kiewit CLnter>s Boldt Natatorium 
8750,000 to establish the Edward F. Mielke Chair in 
Ethics in Medicine, Science, and Society. The grant also 
will fund a corresponding program in biomedical ethics 
at Lawrence for the Fox Cities community. Professor 
john M. Stanley is appointed to the chair. 
•The National Science Foundation grants Lawrence 
S15,000 to fund the development of a micro computer 
laboratory for its advanced computer students. 
September 1985 
• Three hundred thirty-four members of the class of 
1989 enter Lawrence. Before classes officially begin, the 
new students acquaint themselves with one another and 
with their new surroundings during New Student Week. 
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October 1985 
• The five-member Canadian Brass opens the 1985-86 
Artist Series season. The 22-voice choir Musica Sacra 
conducted by Richard Westenburg, '54 , cellist Yo-Yo 
Ma, and pianist Misha Dichter complete the unprece-
dented array of talent performing in this year's series. 
• Lukas Foss, music direcwr of the Milwaukee Sym-
phony Orchestra and world-renowned composer, con-
ductor, and pianist , speaks on " Baroque Confessions" at 
a university convocation. Foss 's presentation is the 
keynote address in Lawrence's year-long tercentenary 
celebration of Baroque composers ).S. Bach, G.F. 
Handel, and Domenico Scarlatti. 
•The women's tennis team caps its most successful 
season by winning the Midwest Conference champion· 
ship in a runaway. The Vikings breeze to a 6-0 dual meet 
record, scoring 99 points to finish 36 points ahead of 
runner-up University of Chicago. 
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November 1985 
•Lawrence welcomes Appleton native John P. Frank, a 
lawyer and author, as a convocation speaker. He pre-
sents " The Miranda Case : Its Past, Its Present, and Its 
Future." Frank is a former U.S. Supreme Court law clerk 
and assistant to the secretary of the U.S. Department of 
the Interior. 
•The Hi-Los start the fifth annual Jazz Celebration 
Weekend swinging with its concert, the first in the 
Midwest in two decades. The "improvisational summit " 
and vocal jazz workshop features clinics, master classes, 
and performances by the likes of Art Blakey and the Jazz 
Messengers sextet , saxophonist and author Jerry Coker , 
trombonist Bob Brookmeyer, and guitarist Jim Hall . 
•The men's soccer team caps its winningest season ever 
(10-2) with its first-ever Midwest Conference title . 
Answeriflg pho11es at "Trivia Central" Poverty ami hunger specialists discuss "Pouerty Around Us" 
December 1985 
•The men's cross country team cruises to its third con-
secutive Midwest Conference title. 
ePatty Schultz, '85, wins the National Association of 
Jazz Educators' 1984-85 jazz ensemble composition con-
test, according to the jazz Educators journal. 
•The W.M. Keck Foundation of Los Angeles awards 
Lawrence a $100,000 grant to purchase scientific equip-
ment. The money is to be divided evenly betwee.n .the 
departments of physics and biology. 
January 1986 
• The Buchanan Kiewit Center is dedicated at a gala 
affair attended by some 350 friends of Lawrence. The 
banquet is keynoted by David Halberstam, Pulitzer Prize-
winning author, who also delivers a university convoca-
tion, " The American Dream Reconsidered," while 
visiting campus. The 68,000-square-foot recreation 
center adjacent to Memorial Union is named in recogni-
tion of the Fox Valley's Buchanan family, Marjorie 
Buchanan Kiewit , '43, and The Peter Kiewit Foundation 
of Omaha, Nebraska. 
•At 48 seconds past 10 p.m. , Friday, January 31, the 
21st annual Midwest Trivia Contest begins, attracting 
more than 125 teams from across the nation to compete 
for points and prizes in answering some 400 inconse-
quential questions. The oldest and longest-running trivia 
contest in the country began at Lawrence in 1966. 
• Professor of Religion Leonard Thompson offers an 
enrichment course, "What's New in the Bible?", broad-
cast in affiliation with Wisconsin Public Radio. 
•Lawrence B. Slobodkin, president of the American 
Society of Naturalists, speaks at a university convocation 
on ''The Sociobiological Rationalization of Religion.'' 
•Lawrence Longley, professor of government, appears 
on a special PBS television series celebrating the 200th 
anniversary of the U.S. Constitution with other panelists, 
including retired Supreme Court Justice Potter Stewart, 
former Solicitor General and Watergate prosecutor 
Archibald Cox, and New York Times associate editor and 
columnist Torn Wicker. 
February 1986 
•Professor of English Mark Dintenfass's novel, A Loving 
Place, is published by William Morrow. The story 
isolates two days in the life of Murray Farber, a 74-year-
old Florida retiree whose peaceful existence with his 
wife is drastically disturbed once a year when the 
children and grandchildren come to visit. 
• Paleoanthropologist Richard Leakey discus·ses the 
"Origins of Mankind" at a university convocation. 
•The Milwaukee-based Kho-Thi Dance Company brings 
pulsating percussion and dance to Lawrence as it 
presents an evening of authentic African-American 
dance, music, and poetry. A city-wide power outage 
shuts off the lights at Lawrence, but the dancing con-
tinues in the dark. 
March 1986 
•The National Endowment for the Humanities awards 
sophomore Elizabeth Lehfeldt a grant for political 
science research. Lehfeldt is one of 66 students nation-
wide selected for the honor and will research and write 
" The Constitutional Convention and Congressional 
Bicameralism" under the direction of Lawrence Longley, 
professor of government. 
• Marguerite Schumann, '44, former director of publi-
city and publications, dies in Durham, North Carolina. 
Better known as "Schuie," she wrote "Creation of a 
Campus," which traces the building of Lawrence's cam-
pus until 1957. In 1968, Lawrence awarded Schumann 
an honorary degree in recognition of her 23 years of 
dedicated service. President Warch pays tribute to her 
during Reunion Weekend in June. 
April 1986 
• "Poverty and Wealth of Nations," a symposium held 
under the auspices of the Lt. William Kellogg Harkins 
Memorial Fund, features international authorities speak-
ing on issues of moral significance. Author Francis 
Moore Lapp€ speaks on " Poverty, Powerlessness, and 
Hunger," and a panel discussion, " Poverty Around Us," 
features three poverty and hunger specialists. The sym-
posium concludes in May with a university convocation, 
"Poverty, Enterprise, and Wealth," presented by Jeffrey 
G. Williamson, Laird Bell Professor of Economics at Har-
vard University. 
• Lawrence students bring awareness of the world 
hunger problem a little closer to home by sponsoring the 
60-27-13 Meal, which represents the percentages of 
humanity and their relative levels of sustenance. Sixty 
percent of those attending the event open to the public 
are served rice, a fare akin to that consumed by most 
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persons in developing countries, and are seated on the 
floor. Twenty-seven percent of the participants eat a 
simple but nutritious meal, and 13 percent are pampered 
with a full-course meal, complete with candlelight, linen 
tablecloths, wine, and music. The second annual dinner 
is sponsored by the Committee on Social Concerns. 
•The Camille and Henry Dreyfus Foundation of New 
York awards Lawrence 520,000 for the purchase of 
scientific equipment. 
•The hockey club program is granted varsity status, 
effective the 1986-87 season. Retaining its home base at 
the Neenah Tri-County Arena, the Vikings will expand 
its schedule from 11 games to 20. 
•A $250 000 grant from the Peter Kiewit Foundation of 
Omaha, Nebraska, makes possible the purchase of in-
structional computer equipment. 
•The Thomas J. Watson Foundation of Rhode Island 
awards $10,000 grants for a focused and disciplined year 
of postgraduate study to Lawrence seniors Douglas J. 
Mason and Brian G. Pert!. Mason will research the 
"impact of deforestation on bird populations" in Brazil, 
Ecuador, and Costa Rica. Pert! will study "the music of 
meditation" in India. Lawrence is one of 50 selective 
U.S. colleges participating in the Watson Fellowship pro-
gram; the two Lawrence recipients are among 70 
students selected nationwide. 
May 1986 
•Howard R. Pollio, Distinguished Service Professor of 
Psychology at the University of Tennessee-Knoxville 
and Phi Beta Kappa presenter, speaks on "Taking Humor 
Seriously" at a university convocation. 
e An array of tempting food and crafts dot the campus 
green as music fills the air during this year's spring 
festival of the arts, Celebrate! 
• Eric Griffin, '86, closes out his outstanding track 
career by winning his fourth consecutive Midwest C~n­
ference steeplechase title. Griffin, one of only .two ~tk­
ings ever to win four straight MC track champtonshtps, 
advances to the NCAA Division III nationals and earns 
All-America honors. He is the first male to earn track All-
America honors at Lawrence since Jim Miller, '80, who 
attained this distinction in 1978. 
•The Robert Wood Johnson Foundation of New Jersey 
names Associate Professor of Economics Merton Finkler 
one of six faculty fellows nationwide in health care 
finance. 
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June 1986 
•down beat magazine judges the Lawrence University 
Wind Ensemble the best symphonic band in the country. 
The wind ensemble, under the direction of Associate 
Professor of Music Robert Levy, won top honors for its 
rendition of "Prevailing Winds," a composition by 
Associate Professor of Music Rodney Rogers, and "Sym-
phony for Drums and Wind Orchestra" by Warren Ben-
son. 
• Lawrence grants degrees to 208 members of the class 
of 1986 at the 13 7th commencement and honors with 
doctoral degrees Edwin Bayley, '40, dean emeritus of 
the Graduate School of Journalism at the University of 
California, Berkeley; Gus Zuehlke, chairman and chief 
executive officer at Valley Bancorporation in Appleton; 
and John Lewis, the William Haas Professor of Chinese 
Politics and professor of political science at Stanford 
University. Also honored are Harry Posner, Jr., president 
emeritus of the Institute of Paper Chemistry in Appleton; 
and on the occasion of their retirements, Charles 
Breunig, the David G. Ormsby Professor of History at 
Lawrence) and Dean William Einspahr, professor of 
biology.at the Institute of Paper Chemistry. 
•More than 800 alumni return to Lawrence for the 
university's annual reunion weekend, June 20-22. Five 
alumni receive outstanding service and distinguished 
achievement awards: William J. Sievert, in absentia, and 
Audrey Lund Sievert, both '51, and Mary Mackay 
Reimenschneider, M-D '36, receive the Outstanding Ser-
vice Award; Theodore Runyon, Jr., '52, and jean Kraft 
Elias, '48, receive the Distinguished Achievement Award. 
•Lawrence's Department of Physics receives a grant 
from the General Electric Foundation to develop a bold 
new program for teaching laser physics and modern 
optics. The program will strengthen and broaden the 
department's offerings, and serve as a nationwide model 
program. Professor John R. Brandenberger will serve as 
principal investigator for this program which will 
include specially developed course offerings, workshops, 
and research projects. 
•warren Beck, professor emeritus of English, dies June 
29 at the age of 90. Beck taught at Lawrence from 1926 
to 1968, receiving the Uhrig Award for excellence in 
teaching in 1961. 
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